
Our company is growing rapidly and is looking to fill the role of transition analyst.
Thank you in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and
qualifications. We look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for transition analyst

Apply strong organizational skills to develop project implementation plans
(timelines) and then manage events, under the guidance of other senior
analysts and consultants, to those plans, meeting all deadlines
Work within an established and comprehensive process to prepare or assist
with all documentation required to make investments and manage the
investment process, including AML, subscription documents, trade instruction
letters and custodian account setup
Clearly and efficiently communicate with fund managers, custodians and
other external parties involved to ensure all agree a transition plan that will
work and then work to that plan
Adhere to our Professional Excellence principles to ensure that work is
completed accurately and to a high standard
Over time learn about the wider investment consulting business and provide
specialist transition advice to the various teams in the business
All new solutions have adequate support arrangements in place
Services are introduced with no major incidents
Ensure a set of Service Transition deliverables depending on the standard
project are created and signed off in a timely fashion
Service provision, methods and processes are standardised
Ensures systems are operable, recoverable and maintainable by D&T Service
Operations

Qualifications for transition analyst

Example of Transition Analyst Job Description
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Must be organized and exhibit good judgment and analytical skills to
understand processes/procedures
Must possess a strong ability to multi-task including the ability to problem-
solve and reconcile outstanding items while maintaining other daily
tasks/functions
Must display a strong sense of urgency, pro-activeness, and ownership
Must be deadline oriented, flexible and have the ability to manage conflicting
priorities and last minute requests
Must obtain CFE certification within 1 year
Possesses strong relationship and communication skills to ensure proper
client interaction in managing fraud issues and dispute management


